
 

SAFR's refreshing approach to moving and packing your home

SAFR'S refreshing approach to enhance your South African Furniture Removal requirements nationally across South Africa and
your local removal needs in our respective provinces namely: local moving services in Johannesburg, our highly rated local
Western Cape Removal Services and our busy Durban Furniture Removal teams

Why should all the advantages of professional furniture removals be available at a premium which often makes it unaffordable or
available to many?

What if we told you that professional furniture removals services were available to you at a portion of the cost?

Or that professional sales consultants were available on the other side of the line to guide you through a rarely needed service which
can be daunting?

Are you aware of the concept of shared-load furniture removals? Why pay for space not utilised in your move?

Why be expected to subsidise the return trip which may run empty but often does not?

The short answer is that all is not as it seems.

SA Furniture Removals’ unique Shared-Load facility offers you the benefits of a professional move at a fraction of the price.

Whether your move is inter-suburb or across the nation, SA Home Removals offers you a service complete with professional sales
consultants, well-trained operators, and supporting services which make your once-or-twice-in-a-lifetime experience far less traumatic
than it all too often is.

Your SA Furniture Removals experience begins with our consultants, each dedicated to specific regions.

Their sound knowledge of their areas and the industry is of immense benefit to you, “our client”.

Navigating the sometimes-treacherous waters of accurate furniture removal quotes is made easier by these consultants who receive
continuous training to maintain our high level of service.

SAFR Furniture Removals have developed a specialised shared load removals service on the underlying weekly national routes
where you “our client” will benefit with great cost savings while still getting professional removal services when relocating across
South Africa. These include loading, offloading with optional packing, protective wrapping and storage.

An Easy Online Moving Quote process is available starting here.

National Weekly Shared Load Furniture Removal Routes include::
Moving Services between Johannesburg and Cape Town
Moving Services between Johannesburg and Durban
Moving Services between Johannesburg and Port Elizabeth
Moving Services between Durban and Cape Town
Moving Services between Johannesburg and Nelspruit, Mbombela
Moving Services from George to Cape Town
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Moving Services from George to Cape Town

These return trips are scheduled trucks and teams which provide for a consistent and focused service for any of your long distance
requirements.

Local Inter-Suburb Relocation Service in Gauteng, Western Cape and Durban

SAFR Furniture Removals also provide dedicated focused local removal teams that are zoned focused within your province and
that cater for all size moves which include one item, mini or full house removals.

We have six teams allocated to four zones within Gauteng which include:

North Gauteng – Pretoria – Centurion -Midrand – Fourways - Sandton
West Gauteng – Krugersdorp – Randburg – Roodepoort
East Gauteng – Kempton Park – Boksburg – Germiston – Brakpan- Alberton
South Gauteng – Vereeniging – VanderbijlPark – Meyerton

The next phase of your SA Furniture Removers experience may well be our comprehensive packing service.

This extends to cataloguing your possessions in an orderly and easy-to-manage system; packing, safe protective wrapping and even
unpacking at your new destination.

Our experience in packaging limits the risk to damage of your prized possessions while in transit, just another way of limiting the
accompanying stress of a move. We offer extra wrapping as an add-on for those more valued and sensitive items.

As your interaction with SA Furniture Removals progresses, your possessions become the responsibility of our removals teams,
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As your interaction with SA Furniture Removals progresses, your possessions become the responsibility of our removals teams,
professionally adept at handling moves of all sizes. The safe moving of your possessions is of paramount importance, and we pride
ourselves on our ongoing training programme to keep our hands-on staff on top of their game.

Our quotations come free-of-charge and your possessions are covered by good-in-transit insurance.

These services are available to our clients in all major centres of South Africa.

Why not contact one of our friendly, professional consultants to discuss your needs at:

Email - az.oc.asslavomererutinruf@ofni
Tel - 081 4939013
https://furnitureremovalssa.co.za/

Using the existing infrastructure and capabilities of SAFR and Biggles Removals, Storage infrastructure was brought to market early
2022 to make moving and storage easy. Looking for an easy way to store your household or office contents? Storage Chief is a
moving and storage company offering storage units and moving services including local and long-distance moving. We have
redefined moving and storage to make it affordable, convenient, and secure.

Move, Store and Re-deliver with Storage Chief.
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SAFR 's Objective is to provide the best and most efficient furniture removals and storage for our local and national
SA clients.
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